
Foundations of
Archetypal Tarot
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What feelings, thoughts, memories, dreams, etc. were initially sparked by these
cards? How did the body respond? What were your initial interpretations?

After some reflection, association, imagination, or amplification, what new is being
revealed by these cards? What new questions / perspectives are coming into focus?

Week 1 card Pulls

Card 1

Card 2

Additional Cards
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“Depth Psychology refers to approaches to therapy that are open to the exploration of the subtle,
unconscious, and transpersonal aspects of human experience. A depth approach may include
therapeutic traditions that explores the unconscious and involves the study and exploration of
dreams, complexes, and archetypes.” — C.G. Jung Center of Chicago

Our focus in this school is the depth psychology of Carl Jung, because it is Jung who defined and
explored the archetypes. Carl Jung was a Swiss psychiatrist and one of the founding fathers of
psychoanalysis and depth psychology. In contrast to Freud, Jung believed that the unconscious
went much deeper than simply our personal experience. After years of studying mythology and
cultures across the globe, he came to believe that there was a layer of unconsciousness that was
mythic and universal, and he called it the Collective Unconscious.

At the center of Jung's psychology is the work of individuation, the process of becoming who we
are, becoming whole. It is the work of knowing and accepting ourselves profoundly. It is the work
of embracing our multiplicity and integrating it into a single unified self. In Psychology & Religion,
Jung describes people on the individuation path this way: “They came to themselves, they could
accept themselves, they were able to become reconciled to themselves, and thus were reconciled
to adverse circumstances and events.” This is what the tarot guides us toward.

w w w . y o u r n a m e . c o m

Fundamentals of
Depth Psychology
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This diagram by Jolande Jacobi is a great
summary of the strata of the psyche. At the
very top you see the Ego, Latin for I.

Below that is consciousness, everything that
the ego is aware of, even if it’s not part of the I.

The Personal Unconscious is the layer of the
unconscious that holds all the material specific
to our individual lives—our personal traumas
and wounds and shadows.

Beneath this is the Collective Unconscious,  the
stratum that contains our ancestral memory,
the threads of myth, the universal symbols
common to all humanity.

At the very bottom, we have the stratum of
unconsciousness that Jung called the psychoid
layer, which holds absolute knowledge, that
connects our psyches to outer reality.

"It must be pointed out that just
as the human body shows a
common anatomy over and
above all racial differences, so,
too, the psyche possesses a
common substratum
transcending all differences in
culture and consciousness.” —
Jung
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 "Everything
divided and
different belongs
to one and the
same world.”
— Carl Jung

Tarot and divination are forms of
synchronicity, because while we are
consciously consulting the cards, as
von Franz illuminates, we surrender to
“the oracle [that] makes the chance the
center.”

They allow us to  “contact the dynamic
load of an archetypal constellation and
to give it a reading pattern of what it
is.” In other words, when we use the
tarot, we are not reaching for some
divine or universal intelligence to tell
us what we’re meant to do; we’re
submerging into the “dynamic load” or
deepest meaning of an archetypal
experience in order to truly understand
it.

As Marie Louise von Franz explains: “Synchronicity …
means a ‘meaningful coincidence’ of outer and inner
events that are not themselves causally connected.
The emphasis lies on the word ‘meaningful’.”

Jung writes, “Synchronistic events, moreover, almost
invariably accompany the crucial phases of the process
of individuation.” Thus, synchronistic happenings tend
to intensify when we are at a crucial stage of the
process, when something needs to be alchemized. And
this is also when we tend to reach out to the art of
divination, to tarot.
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Whether we are conscious of them or not, the
archetypes lead us to “an interior spiritual
world” that is deeply enchanting or
mysterious or invigorating or even terrifying.
They pull us into their domain without our
consent, and we are constantly meeting
archetypal figures and experiences that
infuse us with meaning, fear, and wonder.

The tarot is a special invention, because it
creates a mirror through which the
archetypes can reflect themselves. Rather
than appearing as distinct figures and
characters in myth or media, the archetypes 

of the tarot are presented in cards in the
context of our own stories—our personal,
living myth. We can more clearly see what
energies motivate or block us, and so we can
more intentionally direct our self-
development. 

Though we’re going to talk about the tarot
archetypes one by one as we move through,
there are five core archetypes: Shadow, Ego,
Persona, Anima/Animus, and Self.

THE Archetypes
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Archetypes are not tropes. They are not the convenient, clickable typologies. The Archetypes, as
identified by Jung, are the “primordial images”, the energetic containers of human experience
that are passed down by our very genes.

Archetypes are containers of energy patterns, what Jung called “psychic organs” that are
common to all of humankind. Jung identifies them as "the most ancient and the most universal
‘thought-forms’ of humanity. They are as much feelings as thoughts; indeed, they lead their own
independent life.”

 "The world of
gods and

spirits is truly
'nothing but'

the collective
unconscious

inside me.”
 

— Carl Jung



Archetypal Tarot
Techniques
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To Begin:
 

Clear yourself entirely. Inhale everything that weighs on your mind and heart, and exhale it away
like smoke. Visualize your consciousness as the sun, sinking below the horizon, giving way to the
unconscious space of night. Spend as much time as you need in this meditative place, lowering
the mental level and preparing yourself for a space of total receptivity.

When you are ready, pull a tarot card. Observe the image, noting anything that seems to grab your
attention. Notice any feelings or instincts that arise. Keep looking at the card until you feel a sense
of connectedness to the imagery or experience.

Association
Begin to collect all the things that you associate
with the imagery of the card, both personal and
mythological.

Notice the imagery, the feelings, the thoughts,
the memories that come to you. You can also
trace associations with the meaning of the card.

With court cards, you may want to ask yourself
who this feels like in your life. With minor arcana,
beyond connecting it to situations in your life or
your past, you may want to think about what
major arcana card you associate this energy
with, such as the 8 of Cups walking toward the
Moon.

And of course, with the major arcana, the
symbolism itself is potent and rich, and you can
always look deeper, notice new things. 
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Imagination
Like active imagination, we can put on an
internal play with the tarot. Insert yourself in
the scene of the card, watching the
imaginative story that unfolds.

If you want something a little bit bigger, try
tarot myth-making. This works best when
pulling more than one card, and then you can
create a sort of fairy tale around the cards you
pull, noticing how each card plays into the
tale.

The last approach is to start a dialogue. Write
out  “Me” and “[Your Card]”, and then try to
soften your thinking mind to establish a
stream-of-consciousness conversation. You
may discover unexpected things that are
actually more helpful for your journey than
you realize. 

Amplification
Identifying the archetypal significance of the
cards requires research. Yes, you can
absolutely connect to an archetype intuitively,
but to read archetypally you need to have a
history of the archetypal emanations.

Using the Empress for example, we know her
as the archetypal Mother, but we should delve
into her mythologies—the stories of Demeter,
Gaia, Tiamat. We should notice the symbols
she’s associated with—the uroborus, the hare,
the dragon. By discovering the archetype in its
historical transformations, we’ll understand it
on both a more intellectual and intuitive level. 

Then, with this depth of information, we can
slowly turn back to her significance in our own
lives. We can ask what the archetype of the
Empress means for us. 



Over the last several hundred years, western society has
prioritized the exoteric life, the outer expression of who we
are. At the same time our religions are disintegrating, freeing
us from rigid dogma, but also alienating us from the imago
dei, the god-image. Thus we have become a culture without
myth, and as Madeleine L’Engle said, “When we lose our
myths we lose our place in the universe.”

The tarot reinitiates us into the esoteric, the inner life. We
rediscover the archetypes of the Collective Unconscious, 
 rescue the inner mythology, reclaim the symbols of the Self.

The tarot works as synchronicity, through the undetectable,
ineffable, mystical connection between psyche and matter,
and it is essential to place the archetype of chance at the
center of our divination. When we question the oracle, we
are undermining the archetypal connection. We risk an ego-
inflation, and the rejection of greater wisdom.

When we humbly approach the cards, we are seeking the
connection with something far beyond us, but also within us.
As Jung said, “God has fallen out of containment in religion
and into human hearts―God is incarnating. Our whole
unconscious is in an uproar from the God Who wants to
know and to be known.”

The archetypes, the wisdom of the cards, the truth of our
souls want to know and be known.

And this is ultimately our individual task. We can learn from
teachers and gurus and the never-ending stack of tarot
guidebooks, but the meaning of the symbolic world is
ultimately ours to decipher. The cards cannot solve your life
for you, they can only enlarge it. This is an essential
perspective to have to really tap into the tarot’s power.

Alchemist Athanasius Kircher wrote, “Whoever has the desire
to pursue philosophy correctly should look to Nature's
Archetype in every matter, so that by taking up Ariadne's
thread in her intricate labyrinth he may keep himself safe
and secure from wrong turns and deviant paths.”

BeGinning the Work

“Humanity, take a
good look at
yourself. Inside,
you’ve got heaven
and earth, and all
of creation. You’re a
world—everything is
hidden in you.”
—Hildegard von Bingen
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Journal / Notes
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